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Hitchin's and WZW connections are the same Yves LASZLO ( y ) 1. Introduction:? Let X be an algebraic curve over the eld C of complex numbers which is assumed to be smooth, connected and projective. For simplicity, we assume that the genus of X is > 2 . Let G be a simple simply connected group and M G (X) the coarse moduli scheme of semistable G -bundles on X . Any linear representation determines a line bundle on M and some non negative integer l (the Dynkin index of the representation,
cf KNR], LS]). Its is known that the choice of a (closed) point x 2 X(C) (and, a priori, of a formal coordinate near x ) of X determines an isomorphism (see (5.4)) between the projective space of conformal blocks PB l (X) (for G ) of level l and the space PH 0 (M G (X); ) of
generalized theta functions (see BL], F1], KNR], LS]). In fact, it is observed in T] that there is a coordinate free description of B l (X) .
When the pointed curve (X; x) runs over the moduli stack M g;1 of genus g pointed curve, these 2 projective spaces organize in 2 projective bundles P and PB l . We rst explain (see (5.7)) how to identify these 2 projective bundles (this a global version of the identi cation above. The projective bundle P has a canonical at connection: the Hitchin connection H] and PB l has a at connection, which we call the WZW connection coming from conformal eld theory (see TUY] or S]). In the rest of the paper, we prove that this canonical identi cation (5.7)
: P ! PB l is at (theorem (9.3)).
1.1. Let me roughly explain how to prove the atness. Let M be the smooth open subvariety of M G (X) parameterizing regularly stable bundles E (such that Aut G (E) = Z(G) , the center of G ). The cup-product H 1 (X; T X ) H 0 (X; ad(E) ! X ) ! H 1 (X; ! X ) = C: de ?! ?! M of Q 0 ! M to construct a second order di erential operator (t) 2 H 0 (N; D 2 (r )) computing w s ( t) . In a certain sense, (t) is the "pull-back" of the Sugawara tensor T(t) (see de nition (8.11)). The theorem follows easily, because the only non trivial term in the formula de ning the WZW connection is the Sugawara tensor ( 9:1 ).
1.2. Under the hypothesis codim MG (M G nM 0 G ) > 2 , Hitchin constructs the connection not only for the bundle P of theta functions coming from determinantal line bundles on M G , but also for the bundle Pp L where L is any line bundle on M 0 and p : M 0 ! M g is the universal family of coarse moduli spaces of regularly stable bundles. The codimension assumption is used to identify H i (M G ; F) with H i (M 0 G ; F); i = 0; 1 for any vector bundle F on M G . This identi cation shows that the formation of the direct image p L commutes with base change. The atness result is written in this context. 1.3. For completeness, we compute the Picard group of the universal moduli stack of Gbundles over M g;1 . This allows to compare a determinantal line bundle and the line bundle L (5.6).
Notations.-We work over the eld C of complex numbers. We x a simple Lie algebra g with a Borel subalgebra b . Let be the longest root (relative to b ) and sl 2 ( ) = (X ; X ? ; H ) a corresponding sl 2 -triple. Finally ( ; ) will be the Cartan-Killing form normalized such that ( ; ) = 2 . If is half of the sum of the positive roots, the dual Coxeter number is h _ = 1+ < ; _ > . Let G be the simply connected algebraic group of Lie algebra g . The symbol X (resp. x ) will always de ne a smooth, connected and projective complex curve of genus g > 2 (resp. a point of X(C) ). If X ! S is family of genus g pointed curve, we'll denote byX the formal neighborhood of the marked section S ! X .
Conformal blocks and theta functions over M g;1 We want to identify over M g;1 the projective bundle of conformal blocks P and the the projective bundle generalized theta function PB l as done in BL] in the absolute case. The precise statement is in (5.7) 2. Residues:? We denote by K the eld of fractions of O = OX ;x . The dualizing sheaf $ ofX is the biggest quotient of X =C which is separated for the x -adic topology. Let me denote by d : O ?! ?! $ the projection of the universal derivation O ! X =C on $ . If z is a formal coordinate at x , the O = C z]] -module $ is the free module C z]]:dz and ! = K O $ is C((z)):dz . Recall that there exists a residue map res : ! ! C which is given in coordinates by res( P n N a n z n dz) = a ?1 .
2.1. Let : (X; x) ! S be a pointed curve over an a ne C -scheme S = Spec(R) and $ (resp. ! ) be the relative dualizing sheaf ofX ! S (resp.X ! S Proof: because M g;1 is a smooth C -stack, one can assume that S is a least reduced of nite type over C . The residue theorem says that res(f)(r) = 0 for all r 2 S(C) which implies that res(f) = 0 .
3. Loop algebras:? We start with our pointed curve (X; x) and the simple algebra g .
Let l be a positive integer. We would like to give an explicit coordinate free description of the vector spaces B l (X) of conformal blocks of level l on (X; x) which coincide with the usual one once a coordinate has been chosen and which globalizes when the pointed curve moves. Let be a dominant weight of level l (ie ( ; ) l ) and M be the simple g -module with highest weight and highest weight vector v . Let M l be the d L + g -module structure on M where the action of L + g (resp. c ) is induced by L + g ! g (resp. is the multiplication by l ).
We denote by V ;l the Verma module of weight ( ; l) 
The Lie algebra L X g embeds canonically in c Lg (2.2). One de nes the module (which is in fact a projective R -modules by TUY]) of covacua by the equality With the identi cation of the above lemma, the derivative of : c
LG ! GL (H 1 ) is .
Let L + G , !
LG be the C -space whose R -points are G(X R ) . Notice that L + G is an (in nite dimensional) a ne C -scheme. Lemma 4.8 :? There exists a unique splitting :
Proof: by construction, the line C:v 1 of H 1 is stable by d L + G and therefore de nes the character which is a splitting. Because every character of LG is trivial, this splitting is unique. 4.9. If now we allow the pointed curve (X; x) to move, ie if we consider our family of pointed curve over a nite type basis S = Spec(R) (which is possible because M g;1 is locally of nite type), one can construct the relative version d L G of c
LG by integration of the representation H l ( ) as in lemma (4.4). First of all, by unicity of the representation , the problem is local in S . One can therefore assume that a formal coordinate z 2 ?(X R ; O) identi esX withX R and H l with H l C R , reducing the problem to the absolute case. The details are left to the reader.
5. The universal Verlinde's isomorphism:? Let us rst recall in the absolute case how loop groups allows to uniformize the moduli stack M G of G -bundle over X and accordingly to describe generalized theta functions in terms of conformal blocks (see LS]).
5.1. Let Q = LG=L + G be the grassmannian parameterizing families of pairs (E; ) where E is a G -bundle over X and is a trivialization of E over X . Let L X G , ! LG be the ind-group parameterizing automorphisms of the trivial G -bundle X G . Then, the forgetful morphism
LG -linearized line
The line bundle L is associated to ?1 (cf. example 3.9 of BL]). Sections of L are functions f on c
LG such that
With this section, L is the positive generator of Q . 5.2. Let us recall the argument of So] proving that L X G is a subgroup of c
LG
LG LG L X G certainly acts on the nite dimensional vector space of level 1 conformal blocks
The di erential at the origin of the projective action
is the natural morphism de nes a divisor on the smooth scheme S ( E is generic by assumption and therefore u E is generically nonzero). The gluing of these divisors de nes (u) . Because in H 1 (V; D 1 (L)) is the Kodaira-Spencer class of the deformation (V ; L ) . One checks that this procedure identi es isomorphism classes of in nitesimal deformations of (V; L) and 
is a cocycle and therefore de nes a class in H 1 (d 1 s) . One checks that this procedure identi es isomorphism classes of in nitesimal deformations of (V; L; s) and H 1 (d 1 s) . 7. How to compute Hitchin's connection:? Let us rst explain why it is enough to compute the covariant derivative. 7.1. Let E be a vector bundle on a (smooth) variety V and r be a connection on the projective bundle PE of lines of E . Let v be a vector eld de ned on some open subset U of V and let s be a section of E on U . Let u be a point of U(C) and v be the tangent vector v(u) . Let us denote by (u; v(u)) r the tangent vector of PE at s(u) which is the horizontal lifting of v . Then, the di erence (7:1) r v (s) u] = ds(v) ? (u; v(u) ) r 2 T s(u) PE is tangent to the ber PE u and therefore lives in T s(u) PE u = E C(u)=C:s(u) . Because the space of connection is an a ne space under H 0 (V; V End(E)=O V :Id) and because V is reduced, the collection r v (s) u]; u 2 U(C) determine the connection r . 7.2. Let t 2 H 1 (X; T X ) and t : D ! M g the corresponding morphism. Let us denote the pull-back t (M 0 G ; X; ) of the universal data simply by (X ; M ; ) and by (X; M; ) its restriction to ( = 0) . associated to the at cover D t X ?! ?! X of X calculates the cohomology H (X; F) . In particular, the complex C TX de nes a projection from the vector space of meromorphic vector elds T D on D onto H 1 (X; T X ) . If t is a meromorphic vector eld on D which projects to t , then the in nitesimal deformation X of X over D can be described in the following manner: one glue the 2 trivial deformations X ] and D ] of X and D respectively along D ] thanks to the automorphism of D ] de ned by 8 < :
In particular, a formal coordinate z on X lifts canonically to a formal coordinate on X .
7.4. Let s be a global section of . To construct Hitchin's connection, one has to lift s to a global section s r of . The basic observation of Hitchin's construction is that the cup-product pairing
where E is a regularly stable bundle on X induces by Serre duality a morphism (7:2) : H 1 (X; T X ) ! S 2 H 1 (ad(E)) = (S 2 T M ) E] which globalizes when E] runs over M(C) to give the quadratic di erential (7:3) :
The short exact sequence of complexes where = r p = r q . Because coherent cohomology can be calculated using the etale topology, one has a canonical morphism C 1 (r; d 1 s) ! H 1 (d 1 s): Then, as in ( 7:6 ), one has the equality in H 1 (d 1 s) (7:7) w s (t) = q r (t) ? p r (t); ? (t):r s] and the in nitesimal lifting (s; t) r de ned by the class ?w s ( t)=(2l + 2h _ ) is given on N by (7:8) (s; t) r = r s + (2l + 2h _ ) :(t)r s:
Suppose that the global section s of is given on N by s = u + v; u; v 2 H 0 (N; r ):
Then, the formula ( 7:5 ) gives LG were nite dimensional, one would have a morphism U( c Lg) opp ! H 0 (Q; D(L )) and the Sugawara tensor T(t) would de ne a second order di erential operator on L , a natural candidate for ( t) (see (7.9)). Let c
LG 0 (resp. Q 0 ) be the regularly stable locus of of c
LG ( is a morphism of Lie algebras and therefore induces a morphism of ltered algebras
Let U be the enveloping algebra of d g K . For n 0 , let U n be the subspace of u 2 U which is of order n . We de ne a ltration F i U n ; i > 0 by F i U n = U:g i \ U n where g i is the kernel of the projection g O ?! ?! g O ix . The family F i U n ; i > 0 de nes a topology of U n ; let U n be the corresponding completion and U = n2N U n be our completion of U . It is a complete associative algebra which is by de nition ltered and which acts on every integrable representation. Let us chose a formal coordinate z at x . For x 2 g and i 2 Z , let me denote by x(i) the vector X z i . Lemma 8. The corresponding surjection
is the di erential d n .
8.6. Let t 2 T D which projects to t2 H 1 (X; T X ) (7.3) and ( t) 2 H 0 (M; S 2 T M ) the corresponding quadratic tensor ( 7:3 ). One can compute the value r ( t) n 2 S 2 T n N = S 2 H 1 (X; Ad(E)) of r ( t) 2 H 0 (S 2 TN) at n as follows. The Killing form of g de nes an isomorphism between Ad(E) and its dual. The residue theorem says that the residue res : D ! C factors through D =( X D ) = H 1 (C !X ) ! H 1 (X; ! X ) to give the canonical isomorphism H 1 (X; ! X ) ! C de ned by the meromorphic form dt=t .
By Serre duality, r ( t) n is therefore a quadratic form on H 0 (X; Ad(E) ! X ) . By ( 7:2 ), r ( t) n is induced by the cup-product H 1 (X; T X ) H 0 (X; ad(E) ! X ) ! H 1 (X; Ad(E)):
The trivialization de nes an injection
The Killing form de nes a pairing
The tensor ( t) n 2 S 2 H 1 (X; Ad(E)) of ( 7:2 ) is characterized by the formula (8:5) ( t)( ) = res tr( t: ) for every 2 H 0 (X; Ad(E) ! X ) mapping to 2 g X and t 2 T D (the contraction t:
is thought as an element of g K ).
8 De nition 8.11 :? Let t = P n ?N t n d n be a meromorphic vector eld on D . The Sugawara tensor T(t) 2 U 2 ( c Lg) is de ned by the equality T(t) = X n ?N t n T n :
The second order di erential operator (t) 10.4. Let the section of Q de ned by the trivial G -bundle (with its canonical trivialization on the punctured curve) over X M g;1 . It corresponds to the unit section of c LG ! M g;1 . The above lemma proves that L is trivial. We can therefore rewrite the proposition (10.1) in the following form: for every L 2 Pic(Q) , one has the formula
10.5. Let : G ! SL N be a linear representation of G , which can be assumed to be non trivial. Let E be the universal G -bundle on Q Mg;1 X and L the line bundle on Q y One can show that this group is in fact C , proving that ( 10:3 ) is well-de ned up to a non-zero scalar.
Lemma 11.1 :? Let : E ! S be a (right) G -bundle over a connected C -scheme S with G reductive. Assume that E has a non central automorphism of nite order. Then E has an L -structure F where L is a proper Levy subgroup of G .
Proof: let e be a point of E(C) and g 2 G(C) the (unique) point such that (e) = e:g . By connectedness of S , this map is constant and all the F(s) s2S(C) are nonempty and F is therefore (representable by) an F -torsor which is an L -structure of E .
Remark 11.2 :? Notice that L is de ned up to inner-automorphism and that the choice of L determines F up to isomorphism. One can therefore (slightly incorrectly) that F is the L -structure of E determined by L .
11.3. Let X be a smooth complete and projective complex curve and G a reductive algebraic group.
De nition 11.4 :? A regularly stable G -bundle on X is a stable bundle with Aut(E) = Z(G) .
The locus of regularly stable bundles in the moduli space of semi-stable G -bundles M G (X) on X is certainly open.
Proposition 11.5 :? The closed subset B of M G (X) parameterizing semi-stable bundles E which are not regularly stable is of codimension 3 for g 3 . Proof: one can assume that G is semi-simple (divide by the neutral component of Z(G) . Let E be a semi-stable bundle which is not regularly stable. If E is not stable, there exists a unique standard parabolic subgroup P and a P -structureF of F such that F =F=rad u P is stable (as P=rad u P -bundle). If L is a Levy subgroup of P , this shows that E] = F(G)] is in the image of M L (X) ! M G (X) in this case. If now E is assumed stable with Aut((E) 6 = Z(G) , let us chose a a non central automorphism of . Let F be the L -structure of gr(E) determined by (see remark (11.2)). Then, F is stable as E and E is in the image of the natural morphism M L (X) ! M G (X) . We have therefore to compare dimM L (X) = (g ? 1) dim(L) + dimZ(L) and (g ? 1) dim(G) = dimM G (X):
Using that the center of a reductive group is the intersection of the kernel of the roots, one checks by induction that dim(G) ? dim(L) 2 dimZ(L) and therefore dimM G (X) ? dimM L (X) (2g ? 3) dimZ(L) 3 because g 3 and dimZ(L) > 0 .
